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Police Conduct Oversight Commission Policy and Procedure Subcommittee Agenda 

Regular Meeting 
August 25, 2020 - 07:15 PM 

Online 
Members : Abigail Cerra (Chair), Afsheen Foroozan, and Robert Pineau  

Staff : Andrew Hawkins, Maria Lee, Imani Jaafar, Velma Korbel 

Call To Order  

1. Roll Call.  

2. Adoption of the agenda.  

3. Acceptance of minutes  

Jul 28, 2020 Police Conduct Oversight Commission Policy and Procedure Subcommittee  

Discussion  

4. Update on open Research & Studies  

• Three open research and study projects 
• Work requests are documented and queued up as staff time is available. 

5. Coaching and Discipline 
Commissioner Cerra presents proposed recommendation: 

Questions from Subcommittee: 
Commissioner Foroozan 

• How does this proposal implicate labor law and union contracts? 
- MPD Union Contract incorporates the MPD manual and civil service rules 
- Civil Service rules are not unique to the Police Department. Virtually every labor 

agreement in the City has Civil Service Rules. An “A level” oral reprimand is considered 
discipline across the City. 

• Are there any more up to date versions of these documents available? 
- Civil Rights staff provided links to publicly available documents on MPD’s website. To 

her knowledge this is the most updated version of these documents that have been 
made publicly available by MPD. 

• Has the City Attorney provided any feedback? 
- Commissioner Cerra sent to new City Attorney; has not discussed with him. 
- Commissioner Foroozan would like the City Attorney to weigh in to see if there’s 

anything this group is missing. 
- The internal MPD documents appear in conflict with each other. Commissioner Cerra’s 

proposal fixes that conflict, stating that the labor law questions are a separate question. 
• Legal question: Is this a full analysis? 

Can we bring someone from OPCR on to see if there are any additional documents that the 
subcommittee is missing? 

https://lims.minneapolismn.gov/Download/CommitteeReport/1321/sample.pdf
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- Andrew Hawkins, Civil Rights Chief of Staff: There have been a number of problems with 
the City’s website this Summer. All updated and relevant documents should be posted 
publicly if currently not (including the Discipline Procedure Manual). 
 Website project got pushed back from planned launched in early 2020. Now 

new City website rolling out in phases. 
 Content owners for much of what is referenced are outside of Civil Rights. 

- Commissioner Foroozan was under the impression that the Discipline Matrix has been 
updated since he joined PCOC. The Discipline Matrix linked is dated August 2012. If 
updated this needs to be publicly available. 

- Looking at the dates on the supporting documents, it would seem that not all relevant 
information was publicly available on the website. These documents should be 
available. Most updated documents needed to confirm analysis. 

- Discipline process manual was updated in more recently (2017 or 2016); whereas, 
Section 1-102.01 was last updated in 2001. 

• Policy Question: Data practices notwithstanding— is there value in having a non-disciplinary 
corrective action? 

- Coaching is only used for A-level violations (the lowest level), everything that A-level 
violations includes is unknown by Commissioners. 

- Is Coaching a good thing? Does removing a non-disciplinary corrective action as a tool 
serve the public? 
 Commissioner Pineau notes this proposal does not remove coaching as a tool, 

but rather classifies it as discipline. 
• Wants to spend more time on this in committee to review all documents, have City Attorney 

weigh in, etc. to make sure they do their due diligence on the proposal before moving it 
forward. 

Commissioner Pineau 
• Shares concern over dated discipline matrix in reference to the proposal as written. 
• The MPD manual is the governing document of MPD. The MPD manual says that nothing can 

contradict the manual. The current MPD manual says that coaching is discipline (per 
Commissioner Cerra’s analysis). Therefore, logically the documents supporting the MPD manual 
(discipline matrix, discipline process manual, etc.) and practice should treat coaching as 
discipline. No other documents should supersede the MPD manual. 

• Procedural question: If this proposal gets approved in the subcommittee it moves to the full 
PCOC. If substantial research/work needs to be done on the proposal it would get set back to 
the subcommittee for rework. 

Imani Jaafar, Director of Office of Police Conduct Review 
• A lot of documents that interplay, including the labor agreement. 
• Discussion on making sure  
• Highly recommends conferring with the City Attorney. 
• Views role of OPCR in staffing the PCOC’s work to make sure commissioners have the 

information they need to support their projects. Recommends taking time to get more 
information. 

• Why has the City taken a different view on coaching? 
- A lot of history about coaching that predates her time at the City. When OPCR was 

created, there was a lot of effort put into increasing accountability in areas where there 
wasn’t accountability. 
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- Thinks PCOC should consult with an MPD inspector at a precinct to hear how coaching is 
used, the benefits, and drawbacks. 

- Coaching is used in A-level violations: For example, if someone activated their body cam 
a few seconds late. Coaching is a tool to address minor things in a timely way. 

- 13.43 MN Data Practices Act and additional state laws restrict what OPCR staff can 
speak to, such as details of individual cases.  

- Urges PCOC to look back at the audit cases that have been redacted for the PCOC’s 
review. Reviewing these cases would give the PCOC a fuller scope of what A-level 
violations are. 

- Reminds PCOC about the study on coaching. 
o Commission Cerra clarifies that her proposal does not comment on coaching as 

a practice, but rather how coaching is categorized. 
- Wants PCOC to have all the pieces of information they need to see if everything is 

working together the way it should be. 

Velma Korbel, Director of Minneapolis Department of Civil Rights 
• Police officers are professional employees. Supervisors use coaching in performance 

management systems in the City. 
• In 2011/2012 the discussion on coaching was that it is a process that can focus on present 

behavior and performance to improve future performance. 
• Coaching was intentionally created to be a non-disciplinary corrective action. 

- Designed to be timely. 
- First step in a performance management process. 
- Coaching allows for a performance management process that includes the officer, 

rather than something that is done to them. 
• OPCR Staff and MPD have been intentional with coaching so that it works in tandem with the 

discipline matrix. The last three cycles of mayors and chiefs of police have supported the 
practice of coaching. 

• MDCR is not trying to keep things from the public; we’re trying to give you access to as much 
information as the law allows. We’re trying to do the work that has a chance a changing the 
culture in MPD. 

• Encourages PCOC commissioners to talk to the City Attorney and take time to review all the 
relevant information. 

• Commissioner Cerra: What is the difference between disciplinary action and corrective action? 
- The City has been intentional to define coaching as a non-disciplinary corrective action. 

Coaching is performance management and empowers employees to take responsibility 
for their own actions. It is rare for when an employee is coached that they will engage 
with the same time of behavior. Coaching is a valuable and viable tool that is available 
to MPD. We have to think of officers as employees in this enterprise. 

Public Comment 
Caller 1: 

- Extremely concerned about police violence and accountability. 
- Very interested in the data practices implications of the proposal. 
- Find the proposal clear and logical 
- When 90% of cases where a policy was violated ends up in coaching, it feels like OPCR and MPD 

is trying to hide information from the public. 
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Caller 2: 
- Appreciates PCOC for working on this 
- Communities United Against Police Brutality has been interested in this problem for a long time, 

Offers CUAPB as a resource to the PCOC 
- Very important to have some sort of corrective action that is non- disciplinary. 
- Data practices implication of how coaching is categorized is extremely important. 
- Categorization of coaching is an ongoing issue; it’s categorization seems to change depending on 

who it benefits. 
- 2012 Discipline matrix is current. 

Caller 3: 
- It’s embarrassing for a new commissioner to be the one to bring this up. He has been bringing 

this to the attention of the PCOC for the last 8 years. 
- Something is wrong in these manuals 
- On an online data portal, OPCR had listed coaching as a category of disciplinary action. He 

contacted Director Jaafar and the title of the figure was changed to “Corrective Actions”.  
- Internal Affairs Unit’s Complaint Process Manual—49 page manual. Section 2 reviews the 

process for initiating and investigating Category A level violations. This document is aligned with 
the discipline matrix, determining category A violations to only receive corrective actions, not 
discipline. 

 

Vote to move Commissioner Cerra’s proposal to full PCOC: Fails 
(Yeas: Cerra; Nays: Foroozan, Pineau) 

Commissioner Foroozan wants to spend more time reviewing relevant documents, getting input from 
City Attorney. 

- Additionally, has some questions about the recommendations should the legal analysis prove to 
be true. 

o Discipline has to be issued by the Chief, there may be some intermediary steps so that 
the Chief issues coaching. 

o Wants additional time to solidify recommendations. 
- Wants to keep proposal with the subcommittee for further work. 

Commissioner Pineau motions to amend the proposal and move to full PCOC: Motion Carries 
(Yeas: Cerra, Pineau; Nays: Foroozan) 

Amended proposal below. 
Commissioner Foroozan wants to spend more time in subcommittee to put forward a proposal the 
reflects their collective analysis. 
Commissioner Pineau agrees that this proposal needs to be amended and fleshed out, but would like 
Vice-Chair Gokey’s input on the final recommendation. 

Adjournment 8:38 PM 

Notice: Next Police Conduct Oversight Commission Policy and Procedure Subcommittee meeting: Sep 29, 2020  

For reasonable accommodations or alternative formats please contact the Civil Rights Department at 612-673-
5500 or e-mail policereview@minneapolismn.gov. People who are deaf or hard of hearing can use a relay 
service to call 311 at 612-673-3000. TTY users call 612-263-6850. Para asistencia 612-673-2700 - Rau kev pab 
612-673-2800 - Hadii aad Caawimaad u baahantahay 612-673-3500.  

mailto:policereview@minneapolismn.gov
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Proposed Recommendation: Coaching is “discipline” and must be 
treated as such 
Analysis 
The Minneapolis Police Department has established detailed polices for disciplining misconduct within 
the force. The Minneapolis Police Department Policy and Procedure Manual (“MPD Manual”) is the 
governing authority for all MPD matters. Section 1-101 notes that department divisions may establish 
rules to govern their internal operations, but those rules “shall not conflict with” the MPD Manual. In 
other words, the MPD Manual is the prevailing authority.  
Section 5-101.02 of the MPD Manual mandates that “[d]iscipline shall be imposed following a sustained 
violation.” That section incorporates Civil Service Rule 11.03 by reference; that Rule describes general 
causes for disciplinary action.  
MPD Manual Section 1-102.01 establishes four categories of discipline, A through D. Category A is the 
lowest level; D is the highest. A-level discipline includes “[t]raining, counseling, documented oral 
correction.” D-level discipline includes “suspension, demotion, termination.” These categories of 
discipline are consistent with the Minneapolis Civil Service Rules. Civil Service rule 11.04 describes 
five categories of discipline, A-E, also ranging from verbal warning to discharge.  
The Internal Affairs Unit of the Minneapolis Police Department created a Discipline Matrix.  The 
Discipline Matrix provides greater detail for disciplining misconduct. The Discipline Matrix is 
supplemental to the MPD Manual. If any provision of the Discipline Matrix conflicts with the Manual, 
that provision yields to the controlling provision of the MPD Manual.  
The Internal Affairs Division and the Minneapolis Department of Civil Rights created a Complaint 
Process Manual to “describe the process the Office of Police Conduct Review (OPCR) uses to resolve 
complaints of police misconduct.” OPCR is a civilian oversight entity that operates within the 
Department of Civil Rights. Minnesota law makes civilian oversight entities “advisory only” in regard to 
officer discipline. The Complaint Process Manual also yields to the MPD Manual whenever there is a 
conflict between the two documents.  
“Coaching” is one disciplinary action the MPD may take for A-level violations.  The process for 
imposing coaching is described in Section VI of the Complaint Process Manual.  Coaching may only be 
imposed “if the officer is found to have committed the [A-level] violation”.  The Complaint Process 
Manual  defines “coaching investigation” as “[a]n investigation of an A-level complaint conducted by 
the focus officer’s supervisor that may lead to an oral reprimand (coaching session), policy violation, or 
additional training.”  
Putting all this information together, “coaching” is an oral reprimand for a sustained, A-level violation. 
Oral reprimands are A-level discipline as defined by the MPD Manual Section 1-102.01 and Civil 
Service rule 11.04. Coaching is discipline. 
Nevertheless, the Internal Affair Unit’s Discipline Matrix contains a note that “A- Level violations…are 
considered coaching, not discipline.” This is a direct conflict with the MPD Manual and Civil Service 
Rules. Coaching is discipline, A-level discipline. It is a disciplinary action that the Department may only 
use for sustained complaints. To the extent that the Internal Affairs internal rules of operations conflict 
with the MPD Manual, the MPD Manual prevails.  
Today, various entities within the City erroneously follow the Internal Affairs definition of coaching 
rather than the correct, controlling provisions of MPD Manual. This mistake has far-reaching effects. 
Immediate remedial action is needed. 

http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/police/policy/mpdpolicy_1-100_1-100
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/police/policy/mpdpolicy_5-100_5-100
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@hr/documents/webcontent/wcmsp-193928.pdf
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/police/policy/mpdpolicy_1-100_1-100
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@hr/documents/webcontent/wcmsp-193928.pdf
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@hr/documents/webcontent/wcmsp-193928.pdf
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@civilrights/documents/webcontent/wcms1p-152148.pdf
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@civilrights/documents/webcontent/wcmsp-195180.pdf
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@civilrights/documents/webcontent/wcmsp-195180.pdf
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/cite/626.89#stat.626.89.17
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@civilrights/documents/webcontent/wcmsp-195180.pdf
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@civilrights/documents/webcontent/wcmsp-195180.pdf
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@civilrights/documents/webcontent/wcmsp-195180.pdf
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/police/policy/mpdpolicy_1-100_1-100
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@hr/documents/webcontent/wcmsp-193928.pdf
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@hr/documents/webcontent/wcmsp-193928.pdf
http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/www/groups/public/@civilrights/documents/webcontent/wcms1p-152148.pdf
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Recommendations 
Coaching is discipline.  The Internal Affairs rule that “coaching is not discipline” is in direct conflict 
with the MPD Manual. Divisions are not allowed to establish rules that conflict with the Manual. MPD 
Manual Section 1-102.01 establishes four categories of discipline, A through D. Category A is the 
lowest level; D is the highest. A-level discipline includes “[t]raining, counseling, documented oral 
correction.” Internal Affairs, OPCR, and all other City entities must take remedial action to correct this 
error.  The PCOC recommends the following, non-exhaustive list of remedial actions: 

• Inform City Leaders, including the Chief of Police, of this error 
• Remove the conflicting note from the Discipline Matrix  
• Update all other City documents that contain this error 
• Update all complaint files where coaching was imposed to reflect that the complaint was 

sustained and discipline was imposed 
• Collaborate with the Records Department to designate as “public” complaint data for all cases 

where coaching was imposed 
• Update police disciplinary reporting to include all complaints where coaching was imposed  
• Review all previous data requests for complaint data where coaching was imposed; disclose all 

data that should have been designated as public and disclosed  
• Inform other government entities, such as the Hennepin County Attorney, of the data disclosure 

error 
• Collaborate with criminal justice partners to release all data that was erroneously withheld as 

“private” and assist as needed in any appeals that may result  

 

http://www2.minneapolismn.gov/police/policy/mpdpolicy_1-100_1-100
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